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By Julia Toews, Chief Academic Officer, BASIS Charter School Curriculum Company

What does it mean to be “excellent”? The etymology of the word suggests that it can best be applied in situations in which there is a comparison—to be excellent is to be “elevated” or “superior” to something else. When using “excellent” to describe the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, the most important comparison we make is always to ourselves. Like Benjamin Franklin, who wrote in his autobiography that he “never arrived at the perfection [he] had been so ambitious of obtaining,” we prefer to use the badge of “excellence” as a goal we continuously strive toward, rather than a state we occupy with complacency.

For this reason, the BASIS Charter School Curriculum is continually being evaluated, reviewed, and revised. Twice yearly, we gather a group of mentor teachers to go over required topics, deficiencies in results, and new ideas formed in our classrooms. The curricular innovations you will read about in this section are the result of this process, and reflect the authentic needs, desires, and voices of our teachers and schools—all striving toward the same high level of learning for our students.

At BASIS Charter Schools, we believe that “excellence” is not static, and can only be generated through a constant cycle of review and improvement.
Innovation and Excellence in the BASIS Charter Primary School Curriculum

By Dr. Elly Zimmer, Director of Curriculum Research and Development, BASIS Charter School Curriculum Company

Most supporters of the network of BASIS Charter Schools know our story by now: our first school, BASIS Tucson, opened in the basement of a synagogue in fall 1998 with a dozen students—an idea conceived by two passionate lifelong educators and economists for improving educational outcomes by challenging students. The program rapidly proved to be successful—as we all know—and grade levels served, as well as the number of students and teachers in our classrooms, grew year by year, driving co-founders Michael and Olga Block to open a second school in 2003—BASIS Scottsdale. Thence two schools—known throughout the network as our Legacy Schools—served exactly zero students in the primary grades. Rather, our network’s Legacy Schools—and, in fact, the first eleven BASIS Charter Schools—were all grades 5–12 institutions.

Then, in 2013, BASIS Charter Schools began a vital new phase in its reach and growth. The network’s first primary school, BASIS Tucson Primary, opened as the flagship for kindergarten through grade 4 students. Due to the reception to and success of the academic program for K–4 students, our network then opened at least one primary campus every year after that through the 2018–19 school year. We are now in our seventh year of primary school education.

Similar to the work we do every year for maintaining and improving the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, the curricular work we do for the primary grades is dependent upon accurate assessment data, which we gather through an original combination of assessments in the primary schools throughout our network. While each assessment addresses different aspects of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, when looked at together, they weave a portrait of our curricular strengths and weaknesses. Since the opening of our first primary school campus in August 2013, we have administered the International Schools’ Assessment (ISA), which measures the reading, writing, and math skills of students throughout the world. This assessment provides important comparisons between our schools, and the performance of BASIS Charter School students from year to year. The data also consistently confirms that we are excelling not only among American schools, but on a global scale as well.

For a more granular analysis of student skills, we have been using FastBridge since 2017. FastBridge is a powerful software tool used to benchmark student progress throughout the academic year. These formative assessments deliver data to teachers, which they can use to immediately address the needs of individual students. While we only require schools to administer two exams through FastBridge, there are many tests available from which schools can choose to use. The comprehensive nature of the assessments available on FastBridge deliver added flexibility to our schools, to gather the data they need for their particular students. Teachers can then use their expertise, and our network’s resources, to provide tailored interventions for students who need support.

In addition to these two external assessments, the BASIS Charter Schools network has also created Baseline Tests (BLTs), which are internal exams developed to assess how well students in grades 3, 4, and 5 have learned the Humanities and Math & Science portions of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum. Importantly, the BLTs are a way to assess our own curriculum by comparing our results with external assessments like FastBridge and the ISA. Together, the data gathered from these assessments informs our network’s educators at every level: teachers work to help each student, school administrators work to train and guide their teachers, and Subject Advisors and members of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum team work to continually revise and improve the curriculum—as we’ve done after every academic year, since spring 1999.

One of the many good examples of data informing improvements to the BASIS Charter School Curriculum refers to our Primary Literacy Program. Data from the ISA showed that our students were not excelling in reading the same way that they were excelling in math. Our educators found that the root of this problem was an inconsistency in how fundamental reading skills were being taught. To fix this, we made several changes to our Primary Literacy Program, which were spearheaded by our Curriculum Research Specialist, Sara Jewett.

First, we developed a unique new course called Literacy Enrichment for grades 1, 2, and 3. The course was developed after extensive study and research about how children learn to read. First and foremost, the course is based on the principle that the English language is a code, which students must learn to decode to become fluent readers. That means students need to receive systematic phonics instruction. Second, after a great deal of research, we chose a program that could be used in both Literacy Enrichment and Humanities classes, called Logic of English®. This program, which is rooted in the science of linguistics, is based upon the principle that 98 percent of English words can be explained using rules. Thus, rather than students spending time memorizing sight words and exceptions, they instead learn a more complex rule set for letter-sound correspondences and spelling. This helps students become more fluent readers and gain a better understanding of their own language.

Finally, we developed a resource for teachers, called the Literacy Handbook, which provides Learning Expert Teachers (LETs) and Kindergarten, Humanities, and English Subject Expert Teachers (SETs) with guidance in reading instruction. It also advises teachers on how to plan time in Humanities, READ, and Literacy Enrichment classes, and clarifies how those courses should complement each other. With these changes, we aim to foster more consistency in reading instruction throughout the network, provide more support to literacy teachers, and build a stronger foundation in fundamental reading skills for all of our students.

However, curricular innovations for the primary school grades in the BASIS Charter School Curriculum are not always driven by a need to close gaps in student achievement. Our educators also seek to enrich and differentiate our learning communities, to meet the needs of diverse learners and different campuses. In the 2019–2020 academic year, we are doing so by introducing a new program, the Arts Element at BASIS Phoenix Central. This curriculum track provides an enhanced fine arts program for students who choose to enroll, and takes advantage of the school’s location in the center of the Phoenix Arts District. Students who choose this track benefit from enriched courses in Visual Arts, Performance Arts, and Music, as well as three new courses developed specifically for the new Arts Element track:

- **Creative Movement** is a physical education course that concentrates on dance and performance.
- **Engineering Design**, which focuses on the engineering skills needed to create a theatre production, including instruction in set and costume design, theatrical technology and computer programming, and puppetry.
- **Performance & Production**, which encourages students to draw connections between the many courses in the Arts Element program while developing their own theatre productions.

Students in the new program are motivated by the challenging and interdisciplinary elements therein. Likewise, the teachers are also motivated to work collaboratively, aligning the content of their courses with each other, and incorporating concepts from Language Arts and Math & Science into their Arts Element courses.

One of the consistent strengths of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum—as it raises the standards of student learning to the highest international levels for yet another school year—is its ability to improve and grow. As we continue to strive for and produce excellent student outcomes, we will continue to assess, adapt, and improve what we do, never settling for the status quo.
Our revolutionary, proprietary new tablet platform, called SPORK was developed from conception by BASIS Educational Ventures Co-Founder Olga Block and a team of visionary programmers. Resulting from continuous collaboration with our teachers, to optimize its effectiveness, the aptly named teaching tool comes in one neat package while serving two vital roles:

- To more efficiently, quickly, and seamlessly deliver academic material and targeted teacher instruction to our students. (That’s the spoon part!)  
- To more efficiently, quickly, and seamlessly deliver data to teachers about which specific concepts students understand, and which specific concepts need more teacher attention. (That’s the fork part!)

At this still-early point, all BASIS Charter Schools have continued the transition to the SPORK platform, with an emphasis in the 2019–2020 academic year on SPORK Math.

For the current 2019–2020 academic year, it is utilized for grades 6–8, and in many schools it is being used for grade 5. The platform will include additional subjects and additional grades, of course, in the coming years.

While SPORK Math is the genesis of tablet use in our classrooms, it is vital to remember that the tablet is not simply a math program. Rather, it serves as a platform that will be used by a vast number of our teachers, and for more BASIS Charter School Curriculum subjects through our new iPlanner program. It’s coming, and the transition will be steady and sure.

Traditionally, we have never been a network focused on high-tech answers to academic questions, and the same holds true today. The use of technology in BASIS Charter School classrooms is neither a random, haphazard utilization of the latest IT fad, nor does it undermine the relationships, passion, and personalities that make BASIS Charter Schools consistently successful for students. We are not replacing or usurping any part of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum or anything in the classroom with a screen; we aren’t replacing the teacher with a tech program, or students’ peers with faceless avatars. We have repeatedly expressed this to our learning communities, and reiterate that notion here.

Rather, we are creating a systematic approach, utilizing highly customized software tailored to serve the specific needs of BASIS Charter School students. The tablets provide a variety of new ways to demonstrate and present material, to keep students engaged while retaining the best parts of our traditional math program. (And the same will, of course, be true for additional subjects that transition to this platform.) We also don’t scoff at the notion that the SPORK-infused tablets eliminate the need to carry textbooks around for a given subject and allow students to access material from wherever they are. As students complete work on the tablets, the results are available to their teachers. This instant feedback gives teachers the ability to customize lessons based on the needs of their students, and leaves them with more time to invest in direct, high-quality instruction. In short, it improves student outcomes—which is why we do everything we do!

Over the last 20 years, BASIS Charter Schools have become synonymous with innovation, and with the use of the innovative SPORK program, and this new and exciting opportunity, that tradition continues.
Resting in the foothills of the Phoenix Mountains Preserve exists a place that is hardly recognizable in today’s world. It is a place where ideological differences are appreciated, where people can escape the rhetoric disseminated through television and social media and earnestly ask, “What do you think about this?” This place is a high school classroom in one of America’s elite academic institutions. Here, students are challenged to do something that is all too rare in the modern educational setting: think for themselves, listen to an opposing perspective, and maintain a sense of civility, even camaraderie, throughout. This is the Academy at BASIS Phoenix, where students and teachers who may see the world differently from one another can be found wrestling with difficult texts, debating contentious topics, and sharing unique perspectives.

The educators at BASIS Charter Schools have always believed that a comprehensive and purposeful education in history requires teachers who are not only experts in their historical fields, but who are also true scholars: they write excellently, maintain a critical mind when encountering analysis, present thoroughly researched and well-supported arguments, and synthesize people and events into “the big picture.” The history teachers in the Academy program model these skills for their students and demonstrate how to utilize them to succeed as historians.

While having scholarly teachers is a crucial element of the program, there’s much more to the academic magic of an Academy program History Seminar: there are two instructors in a class, each of whom contribute using their own unique expertise. At the Academy at BASIS Phoenix, teachers Derek Chisum and John Goodwin, who possess entirely different educational backgrounds, model to their students what it looks like to approach a topic through various lenses. Mr. Goodwin, who has a PhD in history from Arizona State University, is a historian whose content knowledge and experience as an AP History teacher serve as the foundation for the class. Mr. Chisum, a graduate of Hillsdale College, is an economist, debate coach, and personal finance instructor who sees history from a very different viewpoint.

Along with demonstrating the different ways an economist and a historian might explore a topic, Mr. Chisum and Mr. Goodwin also participate in the seminar and share different, and at times opposing, perspectives. Through this intellectual interaction, they model rational and civil discourse, and inspire students to engage in productive conversation as they explore all angles of a concept or issue.

The goal of the Academy program is not only to provide a thorough understanding of primary texts and their historical context, but also to catalyze students’ participation in analyzing a text’s implications. Assignments require well-developed writing skills and prioritize depth of analysis over breadth of knowledge. Students read and annotate primary texts (on the tablet-based SPORK platform), discuss their historical context, and take increasing responsibility for determining the pace and content of class discussions. Academy program History Seminars enable authentic learning about the experiences, events, and trials of history, and require students to synthesize their knowledge of historical events using their own and others’ secondary analyses. Students support each other in meeting the goals of the course, which go well beyond knowing important people and dates. The process enables students to grow in their ability to craft arguments, identify the most relevant support for their claims, and effectively communicate their assertions.

While these skills benefit students individually, it is also important for them to develop together as an academic community, where they can co-construct their knowledge. Students practice being able to sustain their attention during a lengthy debate, follow the contributions of several participants, and know when to offer (and refrain from offering) their insights. Academy program History Seminars create young adults primed to participate in meaningful high-level discussions.

While BASIS Phoenix is the network’s first school offering the optional new program, we are already looking to the future, when additional BASIS Charter School campuses will offer seminars in United States History, Modern World History, Modern European History, or Ancient World History. The long-term vision for the program includes an expansive high school history sequence that will require students to take AP Seminar and AP Research, which will support them in conducting original research, synthesizing information, and embarking on an intensive collegiate-level project.

This new history track will be an excellent option alongside our current AP History courses. We look forward to sharing the ways that both teachers and students in the Academy at BASIS Phoenix—and later at other schools throughout the network—are working together and challenging each other to grow deeper in their understanding of history. Stay tuned!
Exceptional Student Outcomes

By Peter Bezanson, CEO, BASIS Educational Ventures

Of utmost importance to BASIS.ed and BASIS Charter Schools is making sure that our program is doing precisely what it purports to do for our students: raise the levels of student learning to the highest international standards. To do this, we utilize externally delivered exams and externally assessed data, which indicates—or, to be sure, proves—the success of our students. The exams and data come in the form of Advanced Placement® testing; national school rankings from U.S. News & World Report and The Washington Post; the internationally recognized OECD Test for Schools (based on PISA); and, for primary students, the International Schools’ Assessment (ISA).

Over the years, the data, and our results, have been a strong proof point of our success. Indeed, looking at the numbers delivered is a way for BASIS Charter Schools to get even better, and for students to perform at even higher levels. That’s why our educators developed Comprehensive Examinations (Comps) and Baseline Tests (BLTs) for middle school and primary school students. These exams show not only whether students have attained mastery and are ready for the next grade level, but also tell us how well certain aspects of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum are educating our students, including what areas work well, and what areas need betterment.

The road to the consistent excellence of our schools, our students, our teachers, and our curriculum is paved with hardworking educators, who intelligently gather, analyze, and apply reams of data—externally sought and received, and internally developed and studied. We are proud of our results, and proud to display them on the next few pages.
College Entrance Exams
Average Scores

SAT
ACT

1397
31
21

The ACT® and SAT® exams are used by most colleges and universities when making admissions and merit-based scholarship decisions. The ACT is scored out of 36 points, while the SAT is scored out of 1600 points.

AP Profile
2019 BASIS Charter School graduates

AP Scholar: Granted to students who receive scores of 3 or higher on three or more AP Exams.

AP Scholar with Honor: Granted to students who receive an average score of at least 3.5 on all AP Exams taken, and scores of 3 or higher on four or more of these exams.

AP Scholar with Distinction: Granted to students who receive an average score of at least 3.5 on all AP Exams taken, and scores of 3 or higher on five or more of these exams.

National AP Scholar: Granted to students who receive an average score of at least 4 on all AP Exams taken, and scores of 4 or higher on eight or more of these exams.

Average number of AP Exams per graduate
11.9

85.6%
AP Exam pass rate

3.71
Average AP Exam score

1312
2019–2020 Outcomes

2019 AP Exam Pass Rate
Percentage of BASIS Charter School test takers earning a 3 or higher

Research
Seminar

87.3%
99.0%

75.9%
81.1%

75.4%
80.6%

AP English and AP Foreign Language

English Language and Composition
English Literature and Composition
Chinese Language and Culture
French Language and Culture
Latin
Spanish Language and Culture

87.1%
81.2%
100%
84.6%
94.9%
93.5%

54.3%
49.7%
89.9%
77.1%
62.9%
88.7%

49.1%
49.4%
88.6%
75.4%
62.8%
88.6%

AP Math and AP Science

Biology
Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Chemistry
Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism
Physics C: Mechanics

91.9%
91.6%
97.8%
98.2%
87.3%
92.1%
92.0%
97.8%

64.7%
81.0%
65.4%
81.8%
45.4%
65.4%
73.0%
81.3%

64.2%
81.1%
62.9%
81.3%
44.1%
62.9%
71.9%
81.3%

AP Social Sciences

Comparative Government and Politics
European History
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
United States Government and Politics
United States History
World History

97.6%
83.1%
94.3%
98.2%
89.0%
89.2%
85.6%

65.7%
58.1%
57.2%
67.7%
55.1%
53.7%
55.3%

57.8%
57.2%
67.7%
55.1%
53.7%
55.3%

AP Capstone

Research
Seminar

87.3%
99.0%

75.9%
81.1%

75.4%
80.6%

AP English and AP Foreign Language

English Language and Composition
English Literature and Composition
Chinese Language and Culture
French Language and Culture
Latin
Spanish Language and Culture

87.1%
81.2%
100%
84.6%
94.9%
93.5%

54.3%
49.7%
89.9%
77.1%
62.9%
88.7%

49.1%
49.4%
88.6%
75.4%
62.8%
88.6%

AP Math and AP Science

Biology
Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Chemistry
Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism
Physics C: Mechanics

91.9%
91.6%
97.8%
98.2%
87.3%
92.1%
92.0%
97.8%

64.7%
81.0%
65.4%
81.8%
45.4%
65.4%
73.0%
81.3%

64.2%
81.1%
62.9%
81.3%
44.1%
62.9%
71.9%
81.3%

AP Social Sciences

Comparative Government and Politics
European History
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
United States Government and Politics
United States History
World History

97.6%
83.1%
94.3%
98.2%
89.0%
89.2%
85.6%

65.7%
58.1%
57.2%
67.7%
55.1%
53.7%
55.3%

57.8%
57.2%
67.7%
55.1%
53.7%
55.3%

Other AP Classes

Computer Science A
Computer Science Principles
Environmental Science
Human Geography
Psychology
Statistics
Studio Art: 2-D Design Portfolio

85.6%
93.3%
83.1%
91.9%
88.5%
87.9%
88.4%

69.6%
71.9%
49.2%
49.1%
64.5%
59.7%
86.4%

69.2%
71.7%
49.0%
48.7%
64.4%
59.0%
86.2%

Source: College Board, 2019
**Class of 2019 AP Scholar Awards**

Distribution of the Highest AP Scholar Award Earned

- **35.0%** National AP Scholar
- **25.7%** AP Scholar with Distinction
- **23.3%** AP Scholar
- **8.2%** AP Scholar with Honor

**BASIS Charter School 2019 Graduates**

“The most rewarding part of my work is seeing students reach their goals. I can’t even describe how it feels to work closely with a student for many long months, and then see them receive an acceptance offer to a school they dreamed of attending.” —Adrienne Fluitt, Sr. College Guidance Coordinator, BASIS Oro Valley

During the first two trimesters of their senior year, grade 12 students in BASIS Charter Schools take a daily College Counseling Seminar—one of the most unique aspects of the BASIS Charter School Senior Program. In this course, students explore potential colleges and universities to attend, write application essays, apply for scholarships, navigate financial aid, and prepare for interviews. However, what truly sets our College Counseling Seminar apart from other programs is our impressive 30:1 student to counselor ratio. Our dedicated College Guidance Coordinators work hard to ensure that students are prepared for the college application process by helping them access a multitude of helpful resources, including facilitating campus visits, hosting university admissions representatives, providing feedback on applications and personal essays, supplying news about scholarships, and hosting financial aid and planning nights for families. The College Counseling Seminar helps students determine the path they will take upon completing the accelerated BASIS Charter School Curriculum.

- **Total number of 2019 BASIS Charter School graduates**: 662
- **BASIS Charter Schools class of 2019 college acceptance rate**: 100%
- **Total number of college acceptances**: 3,126
- **Percentage of graduates accepted to a top 100 National University or National Liberal Arts College**: 59%
- **Average scholarship award amount earned by each 2019 BASIS Charter School graduate**: $114,164
BASIS Charter Schools offer students an education that prepares them according to the highest international standards. As a result, our students are more likely to score in the highest Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) performance levels. Students who get to level 5 or above “can be regarded as potential ‘world-class’ knowledge workers of tomorrow,” according to the 2019 OECD Test for Schools—based on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)—report.

### Global Results

The 2019 OECD Test for Schools (based on PISA) shows BASIS Charter School students outscored students in every other educational system. The OECD Test for Schools—based on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), an international educational survey—provides insight into how our students perform in the core subjects of Math, Reading, and Science, compared to students in other educational systems throughout the world. This tool provides us with a powerful assessment of our how our schools perform, and insight into student perceptions of learning.

#### BASIS Charter Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>BASIS Chandler</th>
<th>BASIS Flagstaff</th>
<th>BASIS Oro Valley</th>
<th>BASIS Peoria</th>
<th>BASIS Phoenix</th>
<th>BASIS Scottsdale</th>
<th>BASIS Tucson North</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### OECD Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bejing-Shanghai-Jiangsu-Guangdong</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong-China</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macao-China</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S-J-G* (China)</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### OECD Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### OECD Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OECD Total</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD “How Your School Compares Internationally: OECD Test for Schools,” 2019. BASIS Charter School results are from the 2019 OECD Test for Schools. Results for all other countries and educational systems are from the 2015 PISA exam. The 2019 OECD Test for Schools was designed to enable international benchmarking against results from the 2015 PISA exam.
BASIS Charter Schools historically place among the very best high schools in the nation, topping U.S. News & World Report’s Best U.S. High Schools rankings across multiple categories. In 2017, BASIS Charter Schools became the first network ever to sweep the top three spots in the rankings. In 2018, our schools took the top five spots. In 2019, seven of our schools ranked in the nation’s top 35 public high schools, five ranked in the nation’s top 20 STEM high schools, and eight ranked in the top 10 public high schools in Arizona.

All eligible BASIS Charter Schools remained highly ranked, despite a pronounced change in criteria and methodology, and the resulting increase in eligible schools—more than 17,000 schools in 2019—up from fewer than 2,700 schools in previous years.

Past methodology emphasized college readiness in determining a school’s rank. However, U.S. News & World Report recognized that attending college isn’t the goal of every high school student, so it adopted a more comprehensive methodology to evaluate how well all students are served, not just those who are college bound. In addition to college readiness, the new methodology also takes the following into consideration: math and reading proficiency, underserved student performance, college curriculum breadth, and graduation rate.

However, BASIS Charter Schools are, and always have been, college prep institutions. While we understand that U.S. News & World Report’s rankings have taken a turn away from college readiness as a primary assessment factor, as educators for a network of college prep schools, our goal is to make sure our students, and graduates, are thoroughly prepared for higher learning—it is, quite simply, what we do.

“Our network thinks college readiness is most important—and it’s what we have done quite successfully for twenty-one years,” said BASIS Educational Ventures Co-Founder Dr. Michael Block. “With the U.S. News & World Report methodology moving away from college readiness, the magazine’s STEM rankings are now the best pure measure of college readiness— and our STEM rankings still bear that out.”


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Arizona</th>
<th>Charter School</th>
<th>STEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Chandler</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Flagstaff</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Mesa</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Oso Valley</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Peoria</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Phoenix</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Scottsdale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Tucson North</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIS Washington D.C.</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Number of 2017–19 BASIS Charter School graduates accepted to a U.S. News & World Report top 20 National University*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National University</th>
<th>BASIS Charter School Graduates Accepted 2017–2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown University</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institute of Technology</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth College</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice University</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Berkeley</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington University</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Acceptances to top 20 schools were calculated using the U.S. News & World Report® Best Colleges rankings published in each cohort’s year of graduation.

Every day since we decided to open our first charter school more than twenty years ago, our focus has always been on student learning. Everything we do inside the classroom; every action that’s undertaken by the people who operate, maintain, and improve the BASIS Charter School Curriculum; every decision made and every lesson delivered by our Subject Expert Teachers and Learning Expert Teachers; and all of the important work our Central Office employees do—their thoughts, wisdom, and energy about each of our twenty-seven campuses—comes down to our focus on one thing: BASIS Charter School students.

You can look back on our network’s consistently impressive results—on rankings, AP coursework and AP Exams, National Merit Scholarship awards, and OECD/PISA testing—and it’s about the students. Our curriculum and the assessments we choose are geared quite directly toward improving student outcomes and educating children and young adults at levels comparable to the best schools and school systems around the world.

You can also look at our network’s growth and see that it’s about the students. Our founding as just one school, then the opening of a second campus, and having just those two schools until our thirteenth year of existence, was about the students and what we were capable of providing to them. Later, when our ability to expand was proven—and we knew how to prevent any dilution of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, and how each school would perform—we began the steady opening of twenty-five additional campuses across the nation. That growth has taken place over the past decade—and it, too, was about our students. Looking at the full process, and the pace of our progress—from one school, to two schools, to the quickening growth over ten years—it always comes down to the students.

Educating and supporting students from the classroom level to the network level is the DNA of BASIS Charter Schools. Even the ever-changing ways in which we have described our network and what our schools do has been student-focused, and inextricably tied to the successful outcomes of our students:

- We raise the standards of student learning to the highest international levels.
- Education redefined.
- Outperforming same-aged peers around the world.
- Transforming American education one student at a time.

As we have often noted with great pride: this is what we do. And we do it to guide all BASIS Charter School students—each and every individual student—toward an academic career enriched with excellence at every stage. We do it to prepare all of our students for the “cognitive economy,” and to provide each of them with the basis for a fulfilling life. We hope you enjoy some incredible information about the excellence of our students and alumni in this section of Outcomes.
Senior Projects have always been the true synthesis and culmination of a student’s lengthy academic journey through the BASIS Charter School Curriculum. Each year, among all the outstanding Senior Projects presented, four are chosen to receive the prestigious BASIS.ed Founders’ Prizes, which recognize exceptional research, study, and presentation. There are four Founders’ Prize categories; each winner is awarded a $10,000 scholarship toward tuition at a four-year university or college.

BASIS Charter School students discover early on that having respect for different perspectives and exploring new ideas leads to imagining what is not yet possible, but may eventually be. Our students graduate with the knowledge, skills, and confidence needed to create, innovate, and lead. Earning a BASIS Diploma signifies a student’s content mastery, embodied by achievement, and is further distinguished by the depth, breadth, and rigor of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum.

By the start of their senior year, most of our students have already earned enough credits to meet state graduation requirements. Students are thus eager to couple their creativity and deep content knowledge with skills in critical thinking and critical inquiry to make a real impact on the world. In 2019, over 96 percent of BASIS Charter School graduates chose to complete their senior year and work on a Senior Project, to dedicate the final trimester of their senior year to researching an original idea in a field they choose—and such choices can take them across the nation or around the world to perform their research! Besides the knowledge, skills, and confidence students gain through their Senior Projects, they also earn the esteemed BASIS Diploma with High Honors. The Senior Project is one of the main reasons why BASIS Charter School education is an attractive academic choice because it requires students to commit enough credits to meet state graduation requirements. Students are motivated by their Mechanisms of Disease Capstone course, and motivated by her own personal experience, she delved deeper into the extensions of the Mechanisms of Disease curriculum to develop her project. Hannah was especially passionate about her project goals, as her own family had recently faced the pain and devastation resulting from her mother being misdiagnosed with a serious illness. Hannah researched her project during her internship in the lab at Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute.

Not only did Hannah create a brilliant research project, she also went above and beyond expectations to clearly communicate her research and conclusions to all. Spending a great amount of time rehearsing her presentation, and inviting feedback to ensure that her project could be understood by those who weren’t biology experts, Hannah turned a complex topic into an engaging project. By the start of their senior year, most of our students have already earned enough credits to meet state graduation requirements. Students are thus eager to couple their creativity and deep content knowledge with skills in critical thinking and critical inquiry to make a real impact on the world. In 2019, over 96 percent of BASIS Charter School graduates chose to complete their senior year and work on a Senior Project, to dedicate the final trimester of their senior year to researching an original idea in a field they choose—and such choices can take them across the nation or around the world to perform their research! Besides the knowledge, skills, and confidence students gain through their Senior Projects, they also earn the esteemed BASIS Diploma with High Honors. The Senior Project is one of the main reasons why BASIS Charter School education is an attractive academic choice because it requires students to commit enough credits to meet state graduation requirements. Students are motivated by their Mechanisms of Disease Capstone course, and motivated by her own personal experience, she delved deeper into the extensions of the Mechanisms of Disease curriculum to develop her project. Hannah was especially passionate about her project goals, as her own family had recently faced the pain and devastation resulting from her mother being misdiagnosed with a serious illness. Hannah researched her project during her internship in the lab at Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute.

Not only did Hannah create a brilliant research project, she also went above and beyond expectations to clearly communicate her research and conclusions to all. Spending a great amount of time rehearsing her presentation, and inviting feedback to ensure that her project could be understood by those who weren’t biology experts, Hannah turned a complex topic into an engaging project.

Hannah’s fascination with science, particularly with biology, progressed throughout her BASIS Charter School education. Spurred on by her Mechanisms of Disease Capstone course, and motivated by her own personal experience, she delved deeper into the extensions of the Mechanisms of Disease curriculum to develop her project. Hannah was especially passionate about her project goals, as her own family had recently faced the pain and devastation resulting from her mother being misdiagnosed with a serious illness. Hannah researched her project during her internship in the lab at Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute.

Not only did Hannah create a brilliant research project, she also went above and beyond expectations to clearly communicate her research and conclusions to all. Spending a great amount of time rehearsing her presentation, and inviting feedback to ensure that her project could be understood by those who weren’t biology experts, Hannah turned a complex topic into an engaging project.

Hannah’s fascination with science, particularly with biology, progressed throughout her BASIS Charter School education. Spurred on by her Mechanisms of Disease Capstone course, and motivated by her own personal experience, she delved deeper into the extensions of the Mechanisms of Disease curriculum to develop her project. Hannah was especially passionate about her project goals, as her own family had recently faced the pain and devastation resulting from her mother being misdiagnosed with a serious illness. Hannah researched her project during her internship in the lab at Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute.

Not only did Hannah create a brilliant research project, she also went above and beyond expectations to clearly communicate her research and conclusions to all. Spending a great amount of time rehearsing her presentation, and inviting feedback to ensure that her project could be understood by those who weren’t biology experts, Hannah turned a complex topic into an engaging project.

Hannah’s fascination with science, particularly with biology, progressed throughout her BASIS Charter School education. Spurred on by her Mechanisms of Disease Capstone course, and motivated by her own personal experience, she delved deeper into the extensions of the Mechanisms of Disease curriculum to develop her project. Hannah was especially passionate about her project goals, as her own family had recently faced the pain and devastation resulting from her mother being misdiagnosed with a serious illness. Hannah researched her project during her internship in the lab at Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute.

Not only did Hannah create a brilliant research project, she also went above and beyond expectations to clearly communicate her research and conclusions to all. Spending a great amount of time rehearsing her presentation, and inviting feedback to ensure that her project could be understood by those who weren’t biology experts, Hannah turned a complex topic into an engaging project.
research, Abraham built up his knowledge of physics, computer programming, and physical engineering into a remarkable skill set that allowed him to take on this noteworthy project.

**Founders’ Prize for Top Project Demonstrating Original Research**

Awarded to BASIS Chandler graduate Adithy H. for her Senior Project, “Replicating the Effects of Yoga on Alzheimer’s Disease in a Dish,” this prize recognizes the highest-quality project conducted through original research that has not been previously published by another source, and is not part of a larger, already-existing research project.

Adithy’s research is the first to show the specific effects that neurotransmitters released during passive exercise, like yoga, have on degenerating neurons typical of Alzheimer’s disease. Adithy’s prior experience leading yoga for senior citizens, as well as the personal family tragedy of losing her uncle to early-onset Alzheimer’s disease, led her to research the effects of yoga on Alzheimer’s patients during her internship in a neuroscience and stem cell lab at the University of Victoria, British Columbia. She cultured stem cells, differentiated them as neurons, and replicated them using a 3D printer, to represent brain tissue. By introducing the “tissue” to the plaque-forming protein amyloid beta, which is commonly present at high levels in Alzheimer’s patients, and then introducing neurotransmitters that are released during yoga, Adithy’s research established that yoga could provide a natural way to slow disease progression or improve the short-term functioning of Alzheimer’s patients.

**Founders’ Prize for “Greatest Influencer”**

Awarded to BASIS Phoenix graduate Divya V. for her Senior Project, “The Need for a Livable Wage: Instituting a Living Wage in Arizona,” this prize recognizes the highest-quality project that seeks to make a positive impact on people’s lives, the environment, an existing product, or a profession.

Encouraged by the positive impact on people in other states that have a set livable wage, Divya created a flyer highlighting the measurable benefits a livable wage has on communities. Throughout her internship with Wildfire, an Arizona nonprofit group focused on proactive means to end poverty, she spent considerable time mixing with legislators, competently and confidently persuading them to consider the needs and potential economic benefits of setting a livable minimum wage in Arizona.

---

**Beyond the Classroom: Musical Arts**

While BASIS Charter School students achieve at high levels academically through the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, they are also empowered to achieve beyond the classroom through extracurricular clubs, competitive teams, sports, and specials. Participating in these activities allows students to pursue individual interests, discover new talents, develop new skills, and make new friends.

Encouraged by the positive impact on people in other states that have a set livable wage, Divya created a flyer highlighting the measurable benefits a livable wage has on communities. Throughout her internship with Wildfire, an Arizona nonprofit group focused on proactive means to end poverty, she spent considerable time mixing with legislators, competently and confidently persuading them to consider the needs and potential economic benefits of setting a livable minimum wage in Arizona.

---

**2019 BASIS.ed Founders’ Prize Winners**

*STUDENT EXCELLENCE Beyond the Classroom Musical Arts*

“We want our students to think about how their actions, words, and energy affect those around them. We want the older students setting an example for and leaving a positive impression on the younger ones. We are creating a healthy and sustainable culture. It’s not just about playing the right notes or always being in tune; it is having students who mentor and forge relationships with younger members that creates the growth in this program.”

As a result, the students take ownership of the band program, so growth is constant and retention is high. After starting out with only about 35 returning students, the BASIS Phoenix Band program had over 130 students in 2019, and is on track to have more than 160 students in 2020.

Recent highlights include:

- Students selected to the AMEA All State Band, at both the middle school and high school levels
- High school students selected to the AMEA Regional Honor Band
- National Anthem performance at an Arizona Diamondbacks game
- Spring 2020 Disney Soundtrack Session Workshop performance in California, by BASIS Phoenix Band and Orchestra.
Beyond the Classroom

Sports and Special Interests

From judo and wrestling, to genes and algorithms, BASIS Charter School students are encouraged to explore all their interests, and receive ample support from teachers and staff when doing so.

- BASIS Goodyear students Dallas D. and Ryan D. traveled to Cuba to compete in an international tournament as part of the USA Junior National Judo Shai (fighting) team.
- BASIS Peoria Primary grade 4 student and competitive wrestler Wyatt F. won two national tournaments.
- BASIS Tucson North student Manasa S., along with her team, earned 2nd place at S.Y.S.T.E.M Coalition’s Junior Shark Tank Competition. They showcased a 3D model of their product, “Prime Power Saver,” to the panel of judges and won a $2,500 scholarship, along with an award for persistence.
- BASIS San Antonio Shavano students Tanya L. and Milin T. were awarded one of five National Junior Scientist Awards by the Genes in Space organization. Their topic was “Frequency of mutation in mitochondrial DNA in space.”
- BASIS Peoria Primary grade 3 student Henry B. is an official member of MENSA, an elite group comprised of members with an IQ in the top two percent of the general population.
- BASIS Goodyear grade 8 student Araceli F. was selected as one of the top 10 international finalists for the Molecular Frontiers Inquiry Prize, for which top scientists award those with the best scientific questions. Araceli’s question was: “Could it be possible to insert images and colors into the mind of a blind person?”
- BASIS Oro Valley sophomore Cassandra L. advanced to the American Legion National Finals competition as Arizona’s delegate. This was made possible through the work of BASIS Oro Valley U.S. Government teacher Elayna Dientfeld, who works with the American Legion to provide students with an opportunity to practice and compete with their oratorical skills.
- BASIS Mesa grade 4 student Kaiya J. competed at the Judo Junior Olympics in Anaheim, California. She competed in a division of 14 girls on the competition’s national day, and in a division of 15 girls on the competition’s international day. Kaiya went undefeated on both days of the competition, earning her two Junior Olympic gold medals.

Beyond the Classroom

Visual Arts

This is an excellent example of how BASIS Charter School students take advanced content knowledge and combine it with their creativity, interests, and critical thinking skills to accomplish tremendous academic feats.

The learning communities at all of our BASIS Charter School campuses are passionate about fine and applied arts. The educators behind the BASIS Charter School Curriculum support and understand the importance of creative expression, and students in our vibrant arts program have produced some truly inspiring work.
The Arts Element at BASIS Phoenix Central

Nestled in the vibrant Phoenix Arts District, BASIS Phoenix Central offers students in grades 1–5 an optional, arts-enriched curriculum track to supplement the traditional BASIS Charter School Curriculum. This unique program inspires students to build, innovate, and achieve with a variety of fine arts-focused classes, including enriched Music, Visual Arts, and Performance Arts; Creative Movement; Performance & Production; and Engineering Design. On this page, you will find a sample of the many original works of art created by BASIS Phoenix Central students.

**Beyond the Classroom**

**Visual Arts**

**Cactus Wren**
Siri B., grade 4, BASIS Phoenix Central

**Cactus Wren**
Lauren W., grade 4, BASIS Phoenix Central

**Mountain Preserve**
Kaitlyha P., grade 9, BASIS Phoenix

**Prickly Pear**
A'mara M., grade 5, BASIS Phoenix Central

**Prickly Pear**
Willow O., grade 5, BASIS Phoenix Central

**Prickly Pear**
Dimphina S., grade 5, BASIS Phoenix Central

**Mirrors**
Ellie R., grade 12, BASIS Phoenix

**View from the Mountain**
Elana A., grade 9, BASIS Phoenix

**Transparency**
Annika P., grade 12, BASIS Phoenix

**Back to Me**
Anoushka K., grade 12, BASIS Phoenix

**Too Tight**
Alexandra P., grade 10, BASIS Phoenix

**View from the Mountain**
Elana A., grade 9, BASIS Phoenix
A Different View of Reality
Creating an Augmented Reality Sandbox

By Danielle Accovelli, Copywriter, BASIS.ed

BASIS Oro Valley student Ethan L. built an augmented reality sandbox as a final project for his grade 11 Multivariable Calculus class. Students in the class could choose any subject related to multivariable calculus that they wanted, and Ethan chose to base his project on level curves (topographic maps).

The augmented reality sandbox that Ethan built was originally designed by UC Davis’s W.M. Keck Center for Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences, and operates on the principle of creating a contour map from a three-dimensional surface. Rather than just creating a standard topographic map from the sand, it projects it onto the three-dimensional surface to provide a better visual of how level curves represent an actual surface.

“What’s interesting, and even particularly useful about this, is that because it projects its own infrared lasers, it can see in the dark. This means that the sandbox can be used in a dark room to make the projection onto the sand stand out better,” notes Ethan.

For the sandbox itself, Ethan decided to make some slight adaptations to a popular design that had already been tried. His sandbox, built entirely out of wood, was 30 inches by 40 inches, and 5 inches deep, taking 200 pounds of fine white reflective sand to completely fill the space.

Ethan also comments on the practical application of the augmented reality sandbox, and its potential to be a useful teaching tool in many disciplines, particularly geography.

“Not only will it help students gain a very clear understanding of topographic maps, how they work, and what they represent, it [will] also have the ability to model water flow,” he says. “With a little creativity, and the use of the water rendering feature, a teacher could create geographic forms such as islands, peninsulas, or straits, to let students see a miniature and interactive model of the confusing terms they have to study.”
At BASIS Charter Schools, we are committed to providing our students with a world-class education and preparing them for future success. We are extremely proud of all our graduates. They have risen to our network’s high academic standards, persevered through challenges, and achieved personal and professional success. Many of them have accomplished incredible things and are making a difference in the world every day. Our alumni are an integral part of our network’s tradition of excellence, and we are honored to have played a part in their journeys.

Kyle Grace, BASIS Phoenix

While BASIS Charter Schools provide students with an internationally competitive education, each student’s experience is unique, and each takes something different with them after completing our world-renowned curriculum. By the time our students graduate, they’re not just well-prepared for college, but they also have a pretty solid sense of their goals for the future. This is how Kyle Grace, now a junior at Harvey Mudd College, describes his BASIS Charter School experience.

“I believe my time at BASIS Phoenix really helped me gain an appreciation for where many subjects overlap, and how understanding many can benefit my understanding of each individually. This helped push me in the direction of a liberal arts education, which I have really enjoyed thus far,” he says. Here, Kyle is speaking to one of the very basic tenets of the BASIS Charter School Curriculum—our primary school program even has a course called Connections, which does precisely what Kyle says assisted him!

The courses Kyle took at BASIS Phoenix also led him to choose his college majors: Computer Science and Economics. While Kyle says he always knew he wanted to work with technology, his AP Computer Science class really fostered his appreciation for the power of modern computing. He also had a good experience with the three economics courses he took—Economics, AP Economics, and Post-AP Economics.

“My Economics teacher Matthew McCorkle was very good at connecting with his students, which allowed me to gain the strong interest in and excitement for economics that I still have to this day,” he says.

While Kyle worked hard to obtain academic success, he also learned the importance of enjoying what you do.

“I love working with other people, so I think by collaborating with others, I was able to make my work more enjoyable. This is something I’ve carried forward to this day,” he says.

Kyle found that sense of collaboration and community while completing a summer internship at NASA, where he worked on the Astrobee robot aboard the International Space Station. The Astrobee robot is designed to be an intelligent, free-flying robot that can assist astronauts and carry out tasks independently. As part of his internship, Kyle helped create some automated navigation capabilities for the robot.

“Outside of my coding work on the robot, I had the opportunity to meet a lot of people and experience many of the cool projects going on
at NASA’s Ames Research Center,” he says. “I think I gained a better understanding of what it means to work on a small piece of a much larger initiative, and how even though some work may seem insignificant, it can have huge, lasting effects.”

This sentiment was furthered when he had the opportunity to participate in some of the internal celebrations for the 50th anniversary of the moon landing.

“It was a reminder for me to do whatever I could to contribute to the next generation of space exploration and human achievement,” he explains.

Upon graduating from Harvey Mudd College, Kyle hopes to work in the tech industry, in the interest of improving the lives of others.

“I like thinking about how people will use things, and how we can improve the end-user experience of something. On top of that, I love thinking of new ways we can apply technology to solve larger world issues, such as access to information,” he says.

In fact, Kyle will be attending a global innovation lab in Shenzhen, China, in November, to work with others on applying technology to solve larger infrastructure and industry issues.

While his journey in the real world may just be beginning, Kyle’s future certainly looks bright.

Dina Longstaff, BASIS Peoria

While most students look forward to their high school years with anticipation and excitement, Dina Longstaff’s experience was a bit different. Just a few weeks before starting high school at BASIS Peoria, she was hospitalized and diagnosed with chronic conditions that would make her miss a significant amount of school, and make it difficult to concentrate and learn. She was then faced with a difficult choice: put high school on hold to focus on healing, or try to continue with school while undergoing treatment. Dina, who is a twin, wanted to stay on the same timeline as and graduate with her sister, so she decided to try to power through school and treatment. In true BASIS Charter School fashion, Dina’s teachers did everything they could to support her and help her succeed, while making appropriate accommodations.

“Together, we developed a strategy to help me stay on track as I got my conditions under control,” she says. “They sent lessons and homework home with my sister, allowed my classmates to record lectures so I could watch them at home, extended or changed their tutoring hours to accommodate me, were always positive, and encouraged me to continue working, but to refrain from being overworked and disappointed in myself.”

Although Dina received accommodations, she never felt like her education was compromised, or that she had learned less than other students.

“I was never given a grade that I did not earn. This was proven with state testing, AP Exams, and the SAT. If I can earn a five on an AP Exam, even when I couldn’t go to class or think clearly every day, I undoubtedly had teachers making amazing efforts to support my learning,” she says.

All of Dina’s hard work paid off. She successfully graduated from BASIS Peoria in four years, earning the BASIS Diploma with High Honors. She also took a total of nine AP Exams, earning from three to five on each one, and got into every college to which she applied.
Dina decided to pursue her BS in Nursing, and upon entering the program, found that BASIS Peoria had prepared her extremely well to succeed in college. “Classes were easier for me because I already knew how to study and think critically,” she says.

In May 2019, Dina graduated Summa Cum Laude from Pacific Lutheran University with her BSN degree, and passed her board exam to become a Registered Nurse in July 2019. Shortly after, she secured a residency and career as a pediatric Registered Nurse at Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital, one of the nation’s top-rated pediatric hospitals. Now, she is able to use her experience and education to help children, like her own nurses and teachers had once helped her.

**Outstanding Alumni**

**Adithy Hassan, BASIS Chandler**

BASIS Chandler 2019 alumna Adithy Hassan currently attends the University of Texas at Dallas as a Biomedical Engineering major with a pre-med focus. As a senior at BASIS Chandler, Adithy’s Senior Project, which focused on the effects of yoga on Alzheimer’s disease, won the 2019 BASIS.ed Founders’ Prize for Top Project Demonstrating Original Research. Shortly after, her work on the same topic was published in the Karger: Cells, Tissues, and Organs journal, under the title “Modeling the Effects of Yoga on the Progression of Alzheimer’s Disease in a Dish.” She also received second place at the Arizona Science and Engineering Fair (ASSEF) and spoke about her research at the International Conference on Stem Cell Engineering in Los Angeles, California. Adithy decided to continue her work, and after receiving many “no’s” from professors and researchers who weren’t willing to have someone so young work in their lab, she was elated to receive a “yes” from Dr. Stephanie Willerth’s Biomedical Engineering Lab at the University of Victoria. As part of her continuing research, she is currently working on creating a clinical study that will hopefully influence doctors to begin prescribing yoga as a significant form of therapy for genetically inclined early-onset Alzheimer’s disease patients.

**BASIS Chandler alumna Emmanuel Romanous gives credit to the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, challenging material, and emphasis on studying for his academic success in college. Now a junior at Arizona State University, he has accomplished many remarkable things. “BASIS Chandler gave me an advantage over all my collegiate colleagues. I’ve made the Dean’s List every year at Arizona State University while maintaining a 3.75 GPA. (and I landed) an internship at Intel, working as a process engineer at the age of 19,” he says. Emmanuel also appreciates all the experiences in school, words from his teachers, and lessons outside the classroom that he took away from BASIS Chandler. He reflects on this, stating, “I thank BASIS Chandler for molding me into the man that I am today, along with the amazing teachers and staff. Everything they said to me was a lesson, whether [it was] directly or indirectly.”**

**Emily Keidel, BASIS Oro Valley**

(In her own words)

I graduated from BASIS Oro Valley in 2016, and I am graduating from Barrett, the Honors College at Arizona State University in December, 2019. In my free time, I have been volunteering with Ryan House in Downtown Phoenix. Ryan House is one of only a few places in the nation that serves families and children with life-limiting diagnoses, providing care to the children at no cost to their families. When I was a sophomore, I was a founding member of a club called “Ryan House at ASU,” which aims to recruit and train volunteers for Ryan House. I am currently the president of the club, and although it has only been around for two years, we have successfully recruited and trained over 100 new volunteers for Ryan House.

When an opportunity came up for us to apply for a grant to better the local community, we took it, and were awarded $1,400 to do a project with Ryan House. Soon after, I met with the Child Life Specialist at Ryan House and we came up with the idea to make a craft cart that can be moved around to the kids’ rooms, to allow both the staff and volunteers to better facilitate age-appropriate activities for the kids. This is one of my proudest accomplishments, and I could not have done it without my experience at BASIS Oro Valley!

**Mayka Galarza, BASIS Phoenix**

(In her own words)

I was inspired to paint a mural on the BASIS Phoenix campus because I always loved going to Downtown Phoenix and looking at the murals, which constantly amazed me. After some research, I decided to intern at Murals of Phoenix, where I was able to meet artists and watch them work on their murals. It was my BASIS Phoenix advisor, Mrs. Riser, who brought up the possibility of making a mural. Honestly, a lot of my inspiration came from other art and artists, especially one artist named Isaac Caruso, who created a space-themed trash can for Coachella.

Mrs. Riser helped me finalize my sketch, and I started painting with the help of a friend. I probably wouldn’t have finished the mural in time without her help. I left the meaning of the mural up to interpretation, and have gotten some interesting responses. A few of them include: “ocean and space are the new frontiers of science”; “we are polluting the ocean, and if this continues, we will have to move to space”; and “in some ways, space and the ocean reflect each other.” This mural was one of the most interesting and rewarding experiences of my life, and I am so grateful to have had this opportunity.
Teaching the BASIS Charter School Curriculum

By Dr. Craig Barrett, Chairman of the Board, BASIS Charter Schools, Inc.

The BASIS Charter School Curriculum is regarded as one of the best in the nation, if not the world. It is one thing to design a world-class school; a great academic program, or an excellent education experience. It is quite another thing to bring it to life.

That is precisely what the expert teachers at each of our 27 BASIS Charter Schools do in their classrooms across the United States every day. And, they have done it for more than two decades.

In my years as Chairman of the Board of BASIS Charter Schools, Inc., we have seen many changes. These include significant expansion in enrollment and facilities, as well as growth in our curricular focus and expertise across the kindergarten through high school continuum—all while receiving consistent accolades and acknowledgements of excellence, and maintaining our standards at the highest international level.

The one constant through all of this progress is our teaching staff. BASIS Charter School teachers continue to be the reason that the curriculum works in real life, and isn’t merely impressive on paper. It has to be brought to the students in a classroom. It has to be lifted from the page with creativity and nuance. In classrooms that have marked differences, at different school campuses, on a daily basis. Our development of the Learning Expert Teacher and Subject Expert Teacher co-teaching model for primary school students; our data-driven processes for finding bright, passionate teachers; and our ability to cultivate great teachers into incredible administrators, are real-time, real world expressions of true excellence.

Our curriculum is amazing; we know that. Our schools are successful; everyone sees that. Our teachers, at the literal front and center of each classroom, are celebrated as true professionals. They’re the conduit to everyone sees that. Our teachers, at the literal front and center of each classroom, are celebrated as true professionals. They’re the conduit to the students’ time, with the urgency that this truth requires.”

“That’s why BASIS Charter School teachers manage their time, and their students’ time, with the urgency that this truth requires.”

Setting the Stage for an Excellent Education

By David Hubalik, Vice President of Charter Schools, BASIS ed

A BASIS Charter School teacher is prepared like an actor going on stage, with every minute of class time planned and accounted for, to maximize instructional time.

These words, while simple and short, represent the ethos of a BASIS Charter School teacher. Our teachers embody the fundamental expectation of what BASIS Charter Schools seek to achieve. We believe that the time students spend in their BASIS Charter School classroom is time well spent—that when parents entrust a BASIS Charter School teacher with their child’s education, it’s an investment worth making.

Let’s break this statement down.

As previously mentioned, a BASIS Charter School teacher is prepared like an actor going on stage. Actors prepare for every moment. They know their material and their audience. They are masters of their craft. They practice, they perfect, and they work to ensure that the audience leaves the theater knowing what they know and loving what they love—and perhaps best yet, wanting to come back. BASIS Charter School teachers, too, are masters of their craft and want their audience—their students—to leave changed every day, even if only in the most subtle of ways.

A BASIS Charter School teacher believes that every minute matters; a mere five minutes not utilized in any class represents 10 percent of that class period; a mere 10 percent wasted over the course of a year represents 18 school days; and a mere 10 percent wasted over the course of a student’s time preparing for college represents over one and a quarter years. Parents understand that time in the classroom, even mere moments, add up quickly, and BASIS Charter School teachers understand that unused time adds up even more quickly. Time is precious, and time is scarce, so preparing for every minute is critical to a BASIS Charter School student’s success. Our teachers appreciate and respect this reality.

That’s why BASIS Charter School teachers manage their time, and their students’ time, with the urgency that this truth requires.

What this statement fails to acknowledge is that, unlike when an audience is watching an actor, a BASIS Charter School teacher’s audience is expected to engage directly with their delivery, and is expected to respond and question all of the material being delivered. While BASIS Charter School teachers are expected to prepare like an actor on stage, their preparation ought not to end there. Our teachers must also prepare in ways that are equally able to meet with success, or respond to failure.

Our network holds true to 13 standards that describe a BASIS Charter School teacher and his or her role; the statement above represents just one of these 13 standards. Like the 13 virtues Benjamin Franklin wrote as a young man that were meant to develop his own good character, BASIS Charter Schools seek to establish a standard to develop school character—character based on a common standard of excellence. Thus, this statement represents one of the 13 BASIS Charter School standards of excellence.

Excellence is no accident. It is intentional, it is incremental, and it is born of perseverance. Most of all, excellence requires a lot of preparation and hard work. That is exactly what parents and students can expect from a BASIS Charter School teacher: excellence.
Tell us a little about your professional background?

For my entire adult life, I’ve been involved in education in one form or another, either as an undergraduate student, public school teacher, graduate student, professor, or BASIS Charter School teacher.

What inspired you to become a teacher?

Some of my earliest memories are of wanting to become a teacher. Since childhood, I have had a deep and abiding love for history, and have always been excited to share that love with others.

Can you define “excellence” in education?

Excellence in education extends beyond content knowledge; it is educating the whole student by offering them the content, skills, and empathy they need to understand and transform the world around them.

In your opinion, what traits should an excellent educator possess?

An excellent educator should be kind, curious, compassionate, reflective, passionate about their subject, and eager to grow.

What is your teaching philosophy?

The longer I’ve taught at BASIS Tucson North, the more I have made kindness and trust the foundations of my teaching philosophy. Early in my career, I mistook overload for rigor. Students will be eager to learn if you show them that you care about their learning and time, and they will be honest with you if you are honest with them.

How do you tailor your classes to meet your students’ needs?

At the start of each year, I ask my students what they are excited about, afraid of, and interested in, regarding the study of U.S. history. Then, we circle back to those concepts and fears throughout the year. In addition, I try to empower my students by having them choose readings, assessment styles, and enrichment topics.

In what ways do you support and motivate your students to do their best?

In my experience, the best way to motivate students is by showing them your passion for the material and your belief in their ability to succeed. Students respond to the culture of trust, mutual respect, and achievement, which I strive to build in my classroom.

You were named the 2018 Charter Teacher of the Year by the Arizona Charter Schools Association. What was it like to receive that honor?

Unexpected! I’m incredibly grateful to my then Head of School (Erin Paradis) for nominating me, and to all the students and teachers who supported my candidacy. I am incredibly blessed to be in a great position, surrounded by wonderful colleagues, at a fantastic school with amazing students. While the Arizona Charter Schools Association gave me the award, the real recipient should be the entire school.

What is the most rewarding part of your profession?

Working with the students and seeing their growth is by far my favorite part of teaching. I am so lucky to work with students who take their learning seriously, not just for the sake of doing well on an exam, but because they see the value in studying the past. At the end of the 2018–19 school year, I received the following note: “You taught me that voices have power and value. You taught me that history is just as imperfect as the humans who create it. You taught me to perpetually seek improvement.”
Every day, BASIS Charter School teachers work hard to make a difference in their students’ lives, and they are all amazing in their own way. Here are a few of the many stories of teacher excellence that can be found at BASIS Charter Schools.

**Lori Noss | BASIS Scottsdale Primary East**

**Grade 2 Math and Science**

Lori Noss is passionate about science and teaching. Her undergraduate and graduate research focused mainly on modeling and determining the structures of photosynthetic-mimicking molecules using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. Lori co-authored seven peer-reviewed articles in respected journals. At BASIS Scottsdale Primary East, she brings a talent for explaining science and math in a clear, engaging manner.

Lori is also a proud BASIS Charter School parent. Prior to becoming a BASIS Scottsdale Primary East teacher, she was very involved in the Boosters, leading the Parent Hiking Club for almost 10 years. Lori’s oldest son started at BASIS Scottsdale in grade 6. Up to that point, he had been home-schooled because Lori hadn’t yet found a school that could meet his needs—he had reached many academic milestones at a very early age. When he expressed an interest in going to school, Lori enrolled him in another school, but he felt bored and disappointed after several months. Then, she heard about BASIS Charter Schools. After shadowing classes for a day, her son was eager to enroll, and she was happy to have finally found a school that challenged and engaged him.

Lori’s daughter also attended a BASIS Charter School, although her journey was a bit different from her brother’s. Lori’s daughter had struggled academically prior to and during her first few years as a BASIS Charter School student, but from an early age she had wanted to attend a school that offered a rigorous education in science, so she pushed through and met the challenge. Although it didn’t come easy for her, Lori’s daughter eventually excelled within the BASIS Charter School Curriculum, graduating with honors from high school. The BASIS Diploma Program Project granted her the opportunity to work in a university research lab—a lifelong ambition. She is now doing well in her third year of college, pursuing a degree in biology.

Lori’s youngest child is currently in grade 10, so Lori is still a BASIS Charter School parent. Given her roles as a BASIS Charter School parent and teacher, Lori has a unique perspective on how the network has developed over the years, and she appreciates the significant opportunity that BASIS Charter Schools offer to young people. Whether they start out equal to, ahead of, or behind their peers, Lori believes that BASIS Charter School students can achieve remarkable feats, beyond even their own—or others—expectations, and this belief propels her teaching in the classroom.

Dylan Crane | BASIS Phoenix

**AP European History; AP Comparative Government & Politics; Cross Country Coach**

BASIS Phoenix began its cross-country program seven years ago, with a handful of inexperienced runners, two new coaches, and a lot of undiscovered miles. Led by teacher and coach Dylan Crane, the program has quickly taken off, winning four CAA state championships, including three consecutive high school state championships. It has also had three individual state champions and five “Runner of the Year” honorees. The 2018 season was a particularly exciting time for the High School Girls’ Cross Country team, which finished off an undefeated season by winning its second consecutive state championship, cementing a legacy of wins for BASIS Phoenix.

The growth and success of the team can be attributed, in part, to the efforts of Coach Crane. Recently honored as the 2018 CAA Varsity Women’s Coach of the Year, his third consecutive honor, Coach Crane stands at the forefront of the program. His efforts begin every summer, leading a mixed group of new and veteran runners in the early morning hours at the local park. As school and those dreaded hot afternoon practices begin, distance runs turn into workouts, interval training, negative splits, and hills—lots of hills. Always running alongside his team during these hot workouts, Coach Crane aims to create a culture that is both serious and fun. He has found that the secret to success is getting his runners to push their boundaries, something that he believes should be taught through example—if his team sees him working hard, sweating, and pushing through the pain, then they in turn will come back for more. That is why you will almost always see him on the sidewalks, pounding the pavement alongside his team. Coach Crane’s unwavering dedication to his team throughout many seasons has paid off in leaps and bounds, as the BASIS Phoenix Cross Country team looks to win yet another State Championship.

Jennifer Watson | BASIS Oro Valley Primary Teaching Fellow

Current Teaching Fellow Jenny Watson is an instrumental part of BASIS Oro Valley Primary’s interventions program, offering her support to the school’s Learning Expert Teachers and students. Before joining the network of BASIS Charter Schools, Jenny served as a kindergarten teacher for more than a decade. She also holds both a Reading Endorsement and a Math Endorsement. Jenny has great techniques that she utilizes to help explain complex
Jacky Jackeo | BASIS Scottsdale Primary East Physical Education

Jacky Jackeo has been practicing Taekwondo since he was seven years old. He is a 4th degree Black Belt in Taekwondo and owns a Taekwondo studio. His passion for Taekwondo eventually led him to become a stuntman. At the height of his career, he was invited to be a suit actor on “Power Rangers.” In addition to his stunt work, Jacky was also an English speech and pronunciation coach in Japan for business professionals and celebrities. One of his students even made it to the final round of the All Japan National English Speech Contest.

Alex Decker | BASIS San Antonio Shavano AP U.S. Government and Politics; Topics in U.S. Government

BASIS San Antonio Shavano teacher Alex Decker is now a nationally recognized Speech & Debate coach. This past summer, Mr. Decker coached a BASIS San Antonio Shavano debater to win the national championship in Extemporaneous Debate at the National Speech & Debate Association’s annual tournament. Mr. Decker coaches both the middle and high school Speech & Debate Clubs at BASIS San Antonio Shavano. The school is looking forward to another successful year of Speech & Debate!

Christopher Lester | BASIS Scottsdale AP Human Geography

Christopher Lester, AP Human Geography teacher at BASIS Scottsdale, was selected by the American Geographical Society (AGS) as a 2019 AGS Geography Teacher Fellow. He is one of 50 teachers that were selected from across the United States to participate in this yearlong professional development program. AGS Geography Teacher Fellows will receive special opportunities to support their teaching activities for the year, as well as an opportunity to implement open-source mapping into their classrooms.

Wen Yang & Chad Longoni | BASIS Oro Valley Mandarin

Each year, Mandarin teachers Wen Yang and Chad Longoni work very hard with BASIS Oro Valley students to prepare them for the Tucson Chinese Language Day drama competition and talent show, and it has certainly paid off. At the 2019 competition, there were over 1,000 students and parents in attendance, and more than 15 schools with a Mandarin curriculum in the greater Tucson area participated. The BASIS Oro Valley grade 10 team took 1st place and the grade 8 team took 3rd place in the skit competition. As a school, BASIS Oro Valley was recognized with one of the top four “Outstanding Group Organization” awards. Its students’ strong performances can be directly attributed to the awesome instruction and preparation by two dedicated teachers.

In addition, Jenny helps coordinate and coach the school’s incredible chess team, leading them to many great accomplishments. She gives tours of the school during Check-In Days over the summer, and uses this opportunity to recruit new players, always pointing out the school’s chess trophies. She also helps coordinate the chess program for the middle school and high school, and coordinates the Annual Chess Tournament, which is held at the BASIS Oro Valley campus each school year, in conjunction with the Southern Arizona Chess Association. The BASIS Oro Valley and BASIS Oro Valley Primary Chess teams are known in the local, regional, and state chess circuits as being competitive, organized, and proficient, as well as kind and inclusive with good sportsmanship. The program is a model for consistent success in large part thanks to Jenny Watson.

Tom Talasek | BASIS Flagstaff AP Chemistry; Honors Chemistry; Forensics

Mr. Talasek was recently awarded with a grant from the Toshiba America Foundation (TAF) to support his forensics lab project. The Toshiba America Foundation grant award supports innovative classroom STEM projects for grades 6–12 in schools throughout the country. This year, there were only 12 grant recipients, with Mr. Talasek being one of them.

Inspired Educators

topics, and she caters to a diverse range of learning styles. She is also able to help identify students who need additional support before benchmark testing is completed, and is always upbeat and positive with her students. Even though interventions occur during specials classes, students never mind going with her for additional help, and are often really excited to see her—sometimes students who don’t need the extra academic support even ask to join her group.

In addition, Jenny helps coordinate and coach the school’s incredible chess team, leading them to many great accomplishments. She gives tours of the school during Check-In Days over the summer, and uses this opportunity to recruit new players, always pointing out the school’s chess trophies. She also helps coordinate the chess program for the middle school and high school, and coordinates the Annual Chess Tournament, which is held at the BASIS Oro Valley campus each school year, in conjunction with the Southern Arizona Chess Association. The BASIS Oro Valley and BASIS Oro Valley Primary Chess teams are known in the local, regional, and state chess circuits as being competitive, organized, and proficient, as well as kind and inclusive with good sportsmanship. The program is a model for consistent success in large part thanks to Jenny Watson.
Staying Ahead of the Competition
Recruiting Excellence for BASIS Charter Schools

By Sean Minner, Chief Human Resources Officer, BASIS ed

The network of BASIS Charter Schools is renowned for excellent student outcomes, which derive directly from the internationally acclaimed BASIS Charter School Curriculum, and the talented teachers who guide our students through it. Just as developing, maintaining, and improving our curriculum is a continuous process—comprised of data collection and analysis, smart decisions, and hard work—finding and attracting the best possible Subject Expert Teachers and Learning Expert Teachers requires deliberate effort and focused energy.

Recruiting is a year-round process for the BASIS ed Talent Acquisition team. If you watch the news, you know that many U.S. schools are facing a teacher shortage—particularly in math, science, and foreign language. According to an October 2018 report from the Economic Policy Institute, the K-12 workforce needs approximately 389,000 more teachers to support the growing student population.* Due to this, the market for recruiting and retaining exceptional teachers has become increasingly more competitive. To ensure that we are employing the best of the best, and upholding our network’s high standards of excellence, we are constantly reevaluating our recruitment and retention strategies.

During peak recruitment season this past academic year (February–June 2019) we received approximately 389,000 applications. Ultimately, only 1.5 percent of those applicants were hired. Our recruiting professionals, informed by the experience of our network’s educators, do an incredible job of finding and recruiting candidates who will fit into our schools’ unique learning communities and academic cultures. We also seek candidates whose qualifications are tailored to fit the specific position we are hiring for, ensuring excellence in every BASIS Charter School classroom. (As merely a point of reference, Harvard University’s student-applicant acceptance rate is 4.5 percent.)

Again, we understand that exceptional student outcomes depend on finding not only the most talented teachers, but also those who are the best fit for the BASIS Charter Schools community and the BASIS Charter School Curriculum. While determining which candidates will be the best to teach for us, we also aim to provide them with a clear sense of the teaching experience at BASIS Charter Schools. We focus on the unique professional opportunity and autonomy our teachers have when guiding students through our globally competitive curriculum, at one of the best charter school networks in the nation. The rigor of our program and the high expectations of our learning communities cannot be a surprise to our new teachers. Hence, just as we screen them to see what they can do, they also know what we do—and the top tier educators they’re joining.

We recognize that teacher retention is vital to great student outcomes. While the national teacher attrition average is more than 30 percent per year, heading into the 2019–20 academic year, the BASIS Charter Schools network retained nearly 80 percent of its teachers. This is higher than both the national average and the Arizona state average—and Arizona is a worthwhile comparison, because it’s where most of our schools are located.

Finally, BASIS Charter Schools utilize one of the world’s best academic programs, and the BASIS ed Talent Acquisition team strives to find and retain the best possible teachers to carry it out—fulfilling the rich history and continued progress of BASIS Charter Schools while sustaining the excellence our network has long worked to achieve and maintain. Our students and families deserve it, our students’ academic futures depend on it, and we are proud to provide it.

LEGACY GIVING $100,000–$8,000,000

One-time or multi-year gifts that range from $100,000–$8,000,000

- Barbara and Craig Barrett
- Elaine and Randall Bezanson Memorial Trust
- Olga and Michael Block
- The Brackenridge Foundation
- Choose to Succeed
- The Ewing Halsell Foundation
- Stacy and Joel Hock
- Anonymous gift in memory of Jack Lewis, Jr.
- Lynn and Jack Londen
- New Schools for Baton Rouge
- The Rodel Foundation, Don Budinger

“I support BASIS Charter Schools because I feel that the BASIS Charter School Curriculum gives our children the best possible academic experience, and provides a safe and empowering environment for them to grow into confident, intelligent young men and women.”

–Kymberly Yoza, BASIS Peoria parent

ANNUAL TEACHER FUND 2018–2019

COSMOS $250,000+
- Olga and Michael Block

POLARIS $25,000+
- Barbara and Craig Barrett
- BASIS DC Boosters
- BASIS Oro Valley Boosters
- BASIS Oro Valley Primary Boosters
- BASIS Tucson North Boosters

SIRIUS $10,000+

BASIS Ahwatukee • BASIS Ahwatukee Boosters • BASIS Baton Rouge • Barbara and Craig Barrett Foundation • BASIS Baton Rouge Boosters • BASIS Chandler • Mohanraj family • BASIS DC • Patel family • Van Den Broek and Pearlman family • BASIS Flagstaff • Conn family • Lane family • BASIS Goodyear • BASIS Goodyear Boosters • BASIS Mesa • BASIS Mesa Boosters • BASIS Oro Valley • Coles family • Timothy M. Struse, Esq. • Mace and Lorie Wolf • BASIS Oro Valley Primary • Coles family • Timothy M. Struse, Esq. • BASIS Peoria • BASIS Peoria Boosters • BASIS Peoria Primary • George and Annie Spiczak • BASIS Phoenix • Patti and Peter Bezanson • Samuel family • BASIS Phoenix Central • BASIS Phoenix Central Boosters • BASIS Phoenix South Primary • Barbara and Craig Barrett Foundation • The Esque Family Fund • BASIS Prescott • Anonymous • BASIS San Antonio Primary North Central • BASIS San Antonio Primary North Central Boosters • Kevin Faherty and Maty Eicher • BASIS San Antonio Shavano • BASIS San Antonio Shavano Boosters • BASIS Scottsdale • Haley family • BASIS Scottsdale Primary West • Turner Family Charitable Trust • BASIS Tucson Primary • BASIS Tucson Primary Boosters
CANOPUS $5,000+

BASIS Ahwatukee • Anonymous • Maddineni family • Mendoza family • Segoert family • BASIS Chandler • Anonymous • Tankalap and Aparajita Choudhri • Dharia family • Henry and Caroline Hong • Jash-Stadier family • Kikuchi family • Lim family • Liu-Huang family • Nandini and Rajesh Ramon • Kehai Zhang and Zhengku Ma • BASIS Chandler Primary North • Hornyak family • Lober family • BASIS Chandler Primary South • Manepalli family • BASIS DC • Anonymous • Pathi and Peter Bezanion • Setty and Power family • Vazquez family • Waymak family • BASIS Flagstaff • Anonymous • Ron and Karen Ferguson • Takeuchi family • Dr. Daniel and Maureen Wesche • Zeglin family • BASIS Goodyear • Cardone family • Moebes family • BASIS Mesa • Harrison family • Ijapa family • Koeter family • Lewis family • BASIS Oro Valley • Srikar Adhikari and Dorota Pucyk • Chapin-Tsai family • Dutra family • Elango-Uche family • Drs. Brenda and Neil Harris • Alexandra and Cary Kelley • Doug and Kathleen Tilman • BASIS Oro Valley Primary • Srikar Adhikari and Dorota Pucyk • Elango-Uche family • Drs. Brenda and Neil Harris • BASIS Phoenix • Anonymous • Anonymous • Coombatore family • Drs. Peyman and Viedra Elion • Guido family • Vinneen family • BASIS Phoenix • Bhakta family • Campos • Chialapalli family • Keole family • Lauer family • N and R family • Pragyna and Mahesh Seetharam • Vaidya family • Veila family • Yueh-Shafti family • BASIS Phoenix Central • Jerry and Julieetta Chamberlain • BASIS Phoenix Primary • BASIS Phoenix Primary Booster Club • Benjamin and Sandy Giguere • BASIS Prescott • Dr. and Mrs. Elzahari • Mr. Marvin and Mrs. Jane Kaiser • Kankaanpaa family • Kille family • Premier Eye Center • BASIS San Antonio Primary Medical Center • Anonymous • BASIS San Antonio Medical Center Boosters • Danzoy family-Frederick, Melissa, Matthew, and Emilie • Daniel and Ting Jones • Sun family • BASIS San Antonio Primary North Central • Anonymous • Tarak Patel and Shavari Parghi • BASIS San Antonio Shavano • Anonymous • Scott and Rebecca Boker • Bourbon family • Hesota family • Trey and Caroline Jones • McGlothlin family • Ryan and Michelle Moore • Lino and Shbho Ramos • Walls family • BASIS Scottsdale • Bloom Sahn family • Dr. Douglas and Akiyo Brown • Henry and Michelle Clarke • Day family • Galile family • Good family • Kityavana family • Shilpa Kothari and Emmanuel Tempelman • Rajesh and Vimala Kukunoor • Madura family • Mohajan family • Narang family • Shital and Ameeta Patel • Andrei and Natalia Polukhitin • Romagnolo family • BASIS Scottsdale Primary East • Ananya and Samin’s family • Anonymous • BASIS Scottsdale Primary Boosters Club • Jeff and Betty Boettcher • Bedrock Investment Advisors • Toufic Kachaamay and Hannah Farlour • Lieberman family • Parasher family • Prophet family • Zhang family • BASIS Scottsdale Primary West • Mal family • BASIS Tucson North • Mike and Chad Carey • George Kattampallli • Kirkpatrick family

VEGA $2,500+

BASIS Ahwatukee • Anonymous • Babenka-Tserlukevich family • Buttram family • Cho-Horram family • Freedman family • Greenman-Sepc family • Drs. Dovshwan Kim and Jinah Lee • Laudon family • Luu and Nguyen family • Nah family • Northall family • Rida family • Tackitt family • Yamauchi family • Yin-Yu family • BASIS Baton Rouge • Anonymous • Michael and Jennifer Belcher • Mustain family • The Reeds • BASIS Chandler • Alkap family • Anonymous • Maninder and Lokta Chattha • Ease4Kids, Inc. • Elghoul family • Engel and Augai family • Fernandes family • Ferrera family • Jeff and Susan Ford • Guangqing Hu • Jackson family • Kangai family • Sung Uk Kang • Husnara and Javed Khan • Kirschbaum family • Koli family • Puri and Kavita Kumar • Lai-Ma family • Dr. Richard and Nina Li • Lu family • Jay Liu and Ning Li • Li spinach family • Liu-Sanchez family • Liu-Zha family • Manepalli family • Lina and Bashar Masabawi • Mungara family • Drs. Onyia • Mihir and Helat Patel • Raju family • Raman-Sinivasaragavan family • Supatha and Murthikrishnan • Teng family • Tran family • Wang-Xia family • Joanne Xu and Gang Duan • Yin-Yu family • Roger Zhu and Alice Fan • BASIS Chandler Primary North • Anonymous • Duggan family • Jariati family • Lenny family • Liu family • Pany family • Prest family • Sollars family • Tang family • White family • Yuan family • Yu family • BASIS Chandler Primary South • Alehi family • Annapareddy-Velichetty family • Anonymous • Deery family • Delaney family • Kevin and Aarkika D’Souza • Karuppas Gobi • Kirschbaum family • Nie family • Zhan and Xia • Zhang family • BASIS DC • Anonymous • Ansari family • Griffith-Harr family • Lopez and Elvey family • Lute-Raft family • Moore-Nestorick family • Perry family • Rubin family • Solomon family • Christine Stone and Juan Villan • Tom family • BASIS Flagstaff • Anonymous • Jeff and Lina Barrow • Becker family • Bessie-Dill family • The Bradfords • Carroll and Stephansson family • Carter family • Crawford family • Dr. Jeffrey • Daniel and Dr. Emmalee Kennedy • Dragi family • Drs. Adam and Jennifer Graf • Jill Harrison and Adrian Hansen • Ilva family • Lahren family • Mackenzie and Brandon Lute • McGonn family • Dr. Gregory and Sarah Wilcox • Erin and Todd Moore • Mulloney family • Michael and Kristin Papez • Pickell family • Jeff and Angie Rockwood • Schroder family • Mita Nath and Pete Weginski • BASIS Goodyear • Anonymous • Dr. Anh Vuong Le and children • Lam family • Daren Lee • Feng Liao and Cheri Li • Machado family • Angee and Mike Matot • Mar family • Sam and Tracy Thomas • BASIS Mesa • Anonymous • Baxia family • Caputo family • Fairbanks family • Darryl Ferguson • Foster family • Ghartey family • Grimsley family • Hong-Piao family • Illingworth-Hush family • Todd and Merilee Kenney • Kimas family • Kok family • Namrita and Vinay Kathari • McKelvey family • Piecora family • Reed family • Sajjad family • Sarale family • Dr. Shazah Admamin and Dr. Charmina Tescen • Udal family • Wales Shill family • Walsh family • BASIS Oro Valley • Anonymous • Paul and Tracy August • Brummund family • Burgess family • Alpana Dhar and Kapil Lotun • Ferrara family • Fitigaban family • Hoffman family • Holaut family • Kang family • Katv family • La Bastide family • Li and Xu • Meyers family • Mott family • Nguyen family • Padilla family • Rasor family • Ryan family • Teresa and Jason Shorbe • Solomon family • Tinkin family • Wiberg family • BASIS Oro Valley Primary • Anonymous • Babaloom-Moros family • Bushnell family • Vicky and Tom Curtis • Ferrara family • Fitigaban family • Katv family • La Bastide family • Li and Xu • Morton family • Nguyen family • Ockay family • Ryan family • Teresa and Jason Shorbe • Solomon family • BASIS Peoria • Drs. Reksha and Pradeep Agarwal • Anonymous • Anand and Amrita Bhakta • Bruce and Mary Chen • Ezzi family • Genrich family • Javarajapeta Kumar family • Kau-Singh family • Maitag family • Riderhouse family • Siddiqui family • Vatsana and Tim Song • Spencer family • Wendt family • BASIS Peoria Primary • Anonymous • The Anurs • Gupta-Nair family • Hoang-Pham family • Dr. La and Theresa Ngapian family • Rusi family • Sanna family • Sathi family • BASIS Phoenix • Anonymous • Randa and Rasha Aqel • Esteban and Maria Azagra • Linda and Steve Bander • Bang family • Beder family • Julie and Tom Belgrad • Borobio • Breard family • Gabriel Colceriu and Monica Mirescu • Dabholkar family • Darnall family • Don family • Rick and Michele

“The Annual Teacher Fund really separates BASIS Charter Schools from other school networks. It is a great reminder of how much our families appreciate how hard we work for their kids.”
BASIS Charter School teacher
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“The Annual Teacher Fund really exemplifies the community-wide commitment to outstanding teachers that makes each BASIS Charter School a truly special place to flourish as an educator. That gratitude and appreciation really shines throughout all aspects of our school culture, and the best part is that it’s all from the community.”

—BASIS Charter School teacher

Freeman • Gaedici family • Kur family • McDonald family • Malaki family • Dr. and Mrs. Mark Kwong • Mittal family • Mizhead family • Nayak • Drs. Peter and Mini Nguyen • Numanni family • Siddique family • Tankersley family • Tawa family • Veloria family • Websterr family • Dave and Dori Daniel Fernandez • Drs. Amy and Johny Weiner • Solomon family • Zaharia family • BASIS Phoenix Central • Anonymous • Clingan family • Fisher family • Jason and Esther Fleming • Kristin and Bob Henry • Kany and Rachel Langsheter • Naira Mejia • Drs. and Mrs. Michael Epner • Dan and Beth Nilen • Seasholes family • Mark and Rebecca Tackett • BASIS Phoenix Primary • Albayati-Abubadi family • Anonymous • Gabriel Calciru and Monica Mircescu • Ferdous family • Fisher family • Laura and Scott Freeman • Harez family • Iyengar family • Joy family • Joshua Landers and Jennifer Farrell • Levin family • Lieber family • Mata family • Mears family • Morris and Ng family • Mittun Patel and Anita Karrick • Ramachandrapurappa family • Sathur family • Silverette Dentistry • David Springer and Samantha Mattos • Tickachenko family • Ucuyo Acevedo family • Dr. Haidar Yassin and Mrs. Ziaha Al-Shalal • Tahvanne and Telebrhammer family • BASIS Phoenix South Primary • Anonymous • Phillips family • BASIS Preschool • Anonymous • The Doctors Dow • Douglas Corey • Heitman family • Josephine Kim and Michael Stank • Sullivan family • BASIS San Antonio Primary Medical Center • Anonymous • Drs. Daniel and Michael Bluhm • Mark and Katherine Brown • Raja Cherukun • Dhamal family • Eran Jayaram • Marcel and Angela Johnson • Kundurthy family • Suverta and Punak Jay • Usha and Pramod Nagaregaonkar • Narasimhan family • Manny and Diana Pelaos • Qin and Yao family • Drs. Laurence and Maria Rosen • Schwegler family • Sori family • BASIS San Antonio Primary North Central • Aldrich family • Anonymous • Bradle family • Carranzas Meridian-Ricarder Gomes family • Kao-Chun and Shuang Zhang • Devagiri-Yalamani family • Fassold family • Ford family • Drs. Masciari and Veronica Garcia • Garcia family • Dana Holden • Knight family • Munchaca family • Price-Willard family • Rico family • Deepa and Ram Sharma • Joe and Laura Stallings • Vamanian family • Drs. Sean and Priscilla Wang • Wang Sallivar family • BASIS San Antonio Shavano • Ari and Mani Alexander • Anonymous • Cerna family • Emma and Louis Chandler • Choucar family • Del Rosario family • Dustin and Donatha DeSilva • Edible family • Daren and Alice Engh • Firo family • Dr. David and Catharine Garcia • Ghalib-Khayyal family • Debra Gonzales • Timothy and Emily Grace • Geen-Lim family • Guile family • Hooper family • Rani Jumaa-as • Raja Kandikiaiyada and Suneetha Challagundla • Lawrence family • McAndrew family • Mimer family • Mineard family • Nagy family • Narayanan-Rajagopal family • Manny and Diana Pelaos • Rico family • Sabine Senft and John Walter • Padmasri and Prabha Somawaradas • Carlos and Susanne Torres • Drs. Vijeek Vijayanavaradhan and Vinila Nar • BASIS Scottsdale • Anonymous • Azarov family • Sal and Dina Barlet • Tom and Shannon Barrett • Lisa and Michael Bukata • Basu family • Bennon family • Lulu Bi and family • Jose and Shelia Caalim • Cai-Zheng family • Chikun family • Raj and Sasi Chintalapati • Chopra-Mital family • Coulas-Gibson family • Family of Sophia, Alexander and Genevieve Deus • Dwivedi family • El-Genghazy family • Fahmi family • Drs. Suryakanth and Sandhya Gurusu • Garcia family • Gilbert family • Graham and Sandra Williams • Gregory and Maria Dominick • Grace-Youngwerth family • Hart family • Hardy family • Hwang family • Hy family • Igel family • Jain family • Japko family • Kakka family • Kastin family • Drs. Abiar and Iram Khan • Sabeen Khan • Khemka family • Kundari-Venile family • Drs. Amy Hara and Mark Kuo • Lang family • Lappe-Tropper family • Laughlin family • Lau-Zou family • Joang Eun Lee • Drs. Thomas and Sania Lenemere • Leslie and James Mitchell • Leyko family • Lin family • Llames family • Drs. Sunny Wahal and Peggy Lee • Mayer family • MaoXiao family • Al and Jigy Patel • Mr. Jay and Dr. Jyoti Patel • Nath family • Ning Zhang and Jennifer Hurt • Parsons family • Patel family • Perera family • Peterson family • Prabhia and Satish Nair family • Patil family • Pavan family • Prabha and Rajeev Pika • Ramani family • Rane family • Reuss MD family • Ranjel family • Schmitt family • Rayna and Rahil Shah • Sori family • Varma family • Drs. Ilya and Elena Volfon • Suanne and Charles Wao • Yalam family • Younger-Halterman family • Zhou family • Drs. Rahul and Sadaa Zubair • Jayade family • BASIS Scottsdale East Primary • Ahern family • Salim Al-Azawi • Anonymous • Archive family • Bapty family • Belliveau family • Benevy • Chandrasekar-Kannakrishnan family • Chen and Czi family • Chavez family • Raji and Sasi Chinitalapati • Duran-Vazquez family • Garg family • Rishi and Sheetal Gosalia • Hys family • Koi family • Lang family • Mathews and Kummer family • Moe family • Patel family • Chabot Family Fund • Parag Patel and Irene Lin • Perera family • Romero family • Shivang and Manisha Mehta • Sidthu family • Sina Design • Sarawat Suntratanakul • Thakkar family • Elizabeth John • Varghese family • Wilson family • BASIS Scottsdale Primary West • Anonymous • Bangalore family • Bryce family • Conant family • Iyer family • Lee family • Lott family • Lunchkins • Meliss family • Mueller family • Rodrigo family • Shah family • Tilia and Leland Hu • Yi family • BASIS Tucson North • Bill and Bryn Allen • Anonymous • Becker family • Coyer family • Conant family • Brian and Biki De Guia • Easy Breezy Heating and Cooling • Hemrick family • Weimin Hu, M.D. • Kab family • Jaehoon and Sarah Lee • Shi Leon Lin • Mak family • Mann family • Myersen family • Justin and Richard Schmidt • Peer Vaneen family • Ann Zabudoff and Dennis Zantyke • BASIS Tucson Primary • Anonymous • Kab family • Ngi-De Guia family • Roth-Piling family

REGULUS $1,500+

BASIS Ahwatukee • Aggar family • Ali family • Anonymous • Barbieri family • Nicolas Burton • Choudhry and Bhimani family • Chrapahn family • Chen family • Christ family • Chung family • Christiaansen family • Creek-Salta family • Dr. Dieterman-Nguyen family • Freundlich family • Dr. Hu Gao and Mr. Weihua Chen • Brad and Laurie Hachtel • Jase Kuligara family • Lee family • Li and Liang family • Liang-Zhang family • Chun and Mu Li • McKillok family • Mogal family • Murthy family • Nolife family • Oman family • Phu family • Ponugolu-Thannervu family • Basier family • Bangash Ranganath • Ro family • David and Hannah Row • Niru and Jay Shankar • Shannumgar-Yuvaram family • Shin-Tae family • Sidwha family • St. Leger family • Svasi family • Travis family • Tett family • Vhora family • BASIS Baton Rouge • Anonymous • Daniel and Leigh Bazar • Cailoulet family • Church family • Andrew and Kallin Croson • Haase family • Heck/Lafflanc family • Hei family • Hollandway family • Patrick and Wendy Martin • The Joneses • Cynthia and Duc Mai • Patrick and Wendy Martin • Menard family • Tillery, Thomas ‘Nick’ Morgan and Aiden Patrick • Aiden Nguyen’s family • BASIS Chandler • Tillery • Thomas ‘Nick’ Morgan and Aiden Patrick • Nguyen Ayden’s family • Shields family • Ty Gose Reality • Ulla family • Stephen and Carrie Ursini • Jonathan and Sarah Wagner • The White House • Ybarra family • BASIS Chandler • Anonymous • Richard and Candace Arkell • Cazene and Raquel Bermeo • Ritika and Manish Bhate • Burpee-Austin family • Chen family • Chen-Han family • Chukwunah family • Tillery and Richard Cruz • Anh and Mark Dancho • Jaz Ding and Hu Yang • Gidon family • Fowler-Haack family • Francis John family • Parveen and Prabhia Gupta • Hong family • Hwang-Lee family • Jahan-Kabir family • Ji-Meng family • Jannakuti family • Kian and Roopa Joshi • K. Jou family • Sujith and Kehalakody Malmi • Kan-Liu family • Karuppana family • Mohammad and Farhankhan Allah • Komanduri-Mangubattula family • Kururu family • Kuruppu family • David and Yuhong Lampaar • Suzanne and John Lewis • Lu family • Liu-Wei family • Liu-Wen family • Liu-Zhang family • Long-Feng family • Ma family • Kian and Saxia Mudam • Nichols family • Ning Guan • Saroagi and Jaslya Paika •
“The Annual Teacher Fund is more than just money; it is a community gathering together to see all the hard work and love that is put into the BASIS Charter Schools community. My connections with your children and your families are priceless.”

—BASIS Charter School
Gurpaul Singh • Stoddard family • Storm family • Stubbefield family • Telio and Berlanga-Lina family • Veevaevalli family • Veloz Lopez family • Wenhao Wu and Xiaowen Zhu

• BASIS San Antonio Shavano • Anonymous • Vincenzi and Brooke • Acosta • Mone and Jody • Beverly • Kelson and Seema Bhakta • Brand family • Cevvey family • John and Bridget Cook

Dunbars family • Alexander and Ilona Dentchev • Devulapally family • Dhakduk family • Michael D. Dulea, Radiation Oncologist • Nancy and Tony DuBois • Elison family • Fehl family • Fidlow family • Gorina family • Edward and Liliana Gonzalez • Victor and Ann Gonzalez • Ji Hoi and Hopping Kim • Hutchinson family • Suhas Kundurthi and David and Tamara Layanm • Lacostro family

• Medina family • Bianca Miller and Debra Gallia • Neila and Gautam Majoian • Nayas-Hahn family • Ortho Plus, Inc. • Patel family • Brady Patrick • Melanie and Terry Peterman • Chris and Cheryl Robson • Ryu family • Schatz Orthodontics • Ashley and Kerrin Smith • Sveta Singh • Byron and Angie Stone • Thomas family • Tabon family • Trus family • Zhang-Zheng family

• BASIS Scottsdale • Abrahamson-Mis Ozuna family • Ahmed-Plyushcheva family • Anonymous • Arano family • Vanessa and Gustavo Ayres de Castro • Mr. Salim Al-Azawi and Dr. Rafaal Alsahian • Backlund family • Balakrishnan family • Bazzi and Karam family • Behera-Sahoo family • Bethapudi-Perumbadi family • Suparna and Abir Bhattacharya • Bubby family • Butaney family

• Byrd family • Carney family • Carroll family • Chandrashekar-Kandhakrishnan family • Anonymous • Chu-Tao family • Chen-Yu family • Chu-Zheng family • CS Chu and Liz Lee • Deidfield family • Doshi-Pathel family • Estrada family • Ferme family • Fertig family • Agko and Dave Firdaus • Noah Gimbel's family • Girota family • Blski family • Family of Ella and Mac Greas • Guideri family • Mr. Joseph Guo and Dr. Kong R. Guo • Rita and Vaibhav Gupta • Gurevich family • Drs. Brian and Tiffany Hardaway • Hardy Niu family • Hari family • Hartman family • Hill-Wenisch family • Hsu's family • Dorothy, Danessa, Kayla, Hsu family • Hwang family • Tara and Nik Hengar • Jain-Singh family • Jamborski family • Jiang-Li family • Kassidy Johnson and family • Kai family Foundation • Karve family • Kelemen family • Nadra and Pawan Khera • Dr. John and Cindy Kim • Kai family • Kipfur family • Michael and Sandy Konstas • Elbert, Celeste, Tyler and Karissa Kuo • Kuthalingam family • Lee Kim family • Lee family • Jack Love • Mr. and Mrs. Luthera • McCollister family • Summit and Reeche Madan • Mantravadi family • Mark T. Masterson • Sachin and Smrita Mehra • Mina and Siu family • Michel family • Leesa Mira • Mr. and Mrs. Lita Miller and Sara • Nanadapurkar • Narayan family • Rafi and Abidah Nayaz • Mrs. Shilpa Nichani and Mr. Rohit Nichani • Nucula family • Oh family • Lester and Diana Opener • Gil and Ashleigh Ortega for Skyler Ortega • Pawar family • Peng-Sher family • Perry family • Plate family • Pollard family • Primack family • Lakita and Raghu • Sanjay and Snigdha Rao • Bunnie and Carlton A. Rich • III • Romero family • Rosenzweig family • Gina Ryu and family • Sakai family • Schroeder family • Parents of Raghav Sharma • Alyssa Shen • Dr. Pramindar Singh and Amanpreet Kaur • Sangla and Bimal Singh • Ramachandara and Sathyadevi Sista • Sitaram-Vidhy family • Snyder-Carbon family • Sainy family • Sprat/Ostrowsky family • Streema family • Drs. Maya and Amar Thosani • Trumalasamy Navaneethan family • Tummelino family • Verdener family • Vinokur family • Sujay and Rupali Vora • Vungurh family • Walia family • Tong Wang and Hongmin Li • Wang family • Dr. Frank Wang and Ellen Du • Wands family • Wang family • Celeena and Bryan Wong • Wu family • Wu-Lee family • Wyatt family • Xiang family • Wu family • Ming Yang/Christina Fu • Drs. Qing Zhao and Maoshing Dong • Logan Zhao and family • Zhu family

• BASIS Scottsdale Primary East • Dr. Osama and Zahraa Abadi • Agoune-Ali family • Anonymous family • anonymous • Aronow family • Ascept family • Backlund family • Dr. Pradeep and Deepti Bhat • Baja family • Carol Bergnes • Vanessa and Todd Boeticher • Matt and Regan Butcher • Cao-Chen family • Carroll family • CS Chu and Liz Lee • Darood family • Kevin Davis and Jennifer Boll • Deepanshu Garg • Deemen family • Doshi-Pathel family • Bi-Gencypath family • Zi Feng • Garcia family • Gaskapathy family • Nicholas and Judith George • Ginski family

Grabber family • Mr. Joseph Guo and Dr. Rong R. Guo • Hampton family • Drs. Brian and Tiffany Hardaway • Houshaw's family • Ji's family • Jin family • Seebahn Kun • Karve family • Elbert, Celeste, Tyler and Karissa Kuo • Lam family • Vinny and Reshma Maan • McCallister family • McGonaghy family • Maddox Myers family • Naz Mahmoud • Elza Markey • Mathews family • Sachin and Smrita Mehta • Menabia Baja • Mishra family • Christopher Morgan and Lily Lee • Nari family • Gil and Ashleigh Ortega for Ron • Ryan and Danil Ozer • Phan family • Shri Raghavan and Grace Y. Pu • Shiban and Asif Rahman • Sarkar family • Dr. Kelly Schultz and Lukas Schultz • Shy Shalmarou • Dr. Pramindar Singh and Amanpreet Kaur • Snyder-Carlson family • Staneck family • Stephens family • Tekwati family • Drs. Maya and Amar Thosani • Trine Karve • Tumminelli family • Vithwam Annam • Wei Jin • Wong family • Victor Wu's family • Yazdani family • Zhang-Zhou family • Drs. Rahul and Sadiya Zubairi • Zwecker family • BASIS Scottsdale Primary West • Anonymous • Devin and Jennifer Austin • Casey family • Chen family • Pranav and Payal Doshi • Jacob-Varghese family • Karun family • Kao family • Dr. Raja Mahabir • Shaoyang Lin and Qi Wu • Malik family • Manley and Stratton family • Mudgal family • Mustry family • Naden family • Hemani-Vtylo family • Pande family • Pannala family • Pasta family • Ron and Sarah Raybon • Saivalahap family • Seth family • Sivamani and James family • Srivastava family • Linda Tang and Peter Cha • Vidula's family • Ward family • David Weitz • Jeng and Jin family • BASIS Tucson North • Anonymous • Aune family • Salwa Aziz and Andrew Sharf • Baum family • Timothy and Nancy Beer • Behr family • Buadu family • Rick and Laurel Burrows • John and Tess Carpenter • Dhifonia family • Andrew and Karen Gillespie • Hargary family • Han family • Hickman family • Hirsh family • Horley family • Daren and Heidi Kaye • Keane family • Kim family • Koehler family • Laurenit-Gilson family • James and Peggy Lee • Melnychuck family • Nenadich family • Erin and Brian Paradis • Sugiyama family • Shyam and Janyathi Sunder • Truong family • Walsh family • Clive and Barbara Wambow • Westphal family • Charles Zheng and Yun Mau • BASIS Tucson Primary • Arekeke family • Anonymous • Blake-Schon family • Choudhary family • Deluca family • Jie family • Keane family • Kimbrough family • Knight family • Kommaradai family • Mano-Suryadevaran family • Meyer family • The Mougach: The Optomistic family • Nguyen-Tan family • Picharakiti-Rabehou family • Sisk family • Joseph and Tania St. Louis • Sugiyama family • Schuchardt family • Vo family • Yan Dong

“I view the Annual Teacher Fund as a thank you from our students’ parents for our continuous work with their children. As a kindergarten teacher, these funds help me with all of the extra supplies used to support lessons and learning. It is a joy serving the BASIS Charter Schools community as an educator, and I look forward to many more years with the organization.”

-BASIS Charter School teacher
EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

7975 North Hayden Road • Scottsdale, Arizona • 85258

“We teach, it’s fun, it’s hard; it’s all about the future!” —Olga and Michael Block, Co-Founders